Vaccine Helps Keep Brain Cancer Patient Alive
Jennifer Sugioka, 38, recently celebrated living 15 years beyond her glioblastoma, known as the deadliest brain cancer. She is the longest living patient on the brain cancer vaccine and gives hope to others. Dr. Bruce Hensel from NBC4 News interviewed Dr. Linda Liau about the vaccine and Dr. Neil Martin about the surgery at the new UCLA Neurosurgery Center. Read more

Popular Science Explores New PTSD Therapy
Research by Dr. Jean-Philippe Langevin, an assistant professor of neurosurgery at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, was recently featured in Popular Science Magazine exploring whether deep brain stimulation could help veterans who have failed to respond to other treatments for post-traumatic stress disorder. Read more

How Sugar Sabotages the Brain
A 2012 UCLA rat study demonstrating that a diet high in fructose slows the brain, interfering with memory and learning, was referenced by the Huffington Post. Lead researcher Fernando Gomez-Pinilla, a professor of neurosurgery at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, was quoted. Read more

Concussion Experts Pick Apart The Myth That Cycling Is More Dangerous Than Football
Dr. Christopher Giza, director of the UCLA Steve Tisch BrainSPORT Program and professor of pediatrics and neurosurgery at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA and Mattel Children's Hospital UCLA, was quoted in the Huffington Post comparing the health risks of cycling to football. Read more
UCLA Neurosurgery Webinars
UCLA MDChat Webinars offer the latest information on advances and treatments from UCLA neurosurgeons. Our live-streaming webinars give you the opportunity to learn and to also ask questions. Register for an upcoming webinar or view previously recorded webinars. Learn more
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